Making service a defining part of American Jewish life

We do this in two ways:

1. Provide meaningful volunteer experiences that address real needs in partnership with local communities

2. Enable young people to find Jewish context in their pursuit of justice and social change

“...It’s not that the Jewish piece makes me like volunteering more, it’s that the volunteering makes me like my Judaism more.”
—Risa W., Repair the World Volunteer 2014

Our Total Impact in 2013-14

24,657+ engaged with Repair the World projects and initiatives

Repair the World and our partners mobilized volunteers who worked on pressing local issues, attended learning sessions, and participated in programs.

1,175+ participated in immersive Jewish service programs

We provided micro-grants for 45 Alternative Breaks in 33 cities across the U.S. and 12 international locations. All trips were at least 5 days long.

200+ leaders trained

As leaders who create leaders, we offered trainings on effective and meaningful volunteering to individuals who reached thousands of teens and young adults in their respective communities.

65,800+ used our digital media and online resources

Individuals engaged with our digital programming which included social media campaigns, monthly e-newsletters, blog content, and our extensive library of resources and toolkits designed for volunteers and volunteer leaders.

Visit us at weRepair.org to learn more about our work, explore upcoming projects and opportunities, download our resources, or sign up for an Alternative Break!
Our Local Impact in 2013-14

*Repair the World Communities* implements our national mission through on-the-ground, neighborhood-centered work. We operate in five cities where we support communities by mobilizing volunteers to broaden the reach and impact of local non-profits. Our work includes a wide range of issues, including a strong focus on food justice and education justice.

**4* Workshops**

We convene events and create a physical space for community members, volunteers, and Fellows to work together and engage in discussion, project planning, and exploration of Jewish learning and identity.  
*New York City workshop coming soon.*

**5 City Directors**

City Directors work closely with local partners to ensure that service meets real needs, to train effective volunteers, and to build lasting relationships between Fellows, volunteers, Jewish communities, and their neighborhoods.

**42 Fellows**

Fellows serve as full-time volunteer leaders, mobilizing their peers to work alongside them and engage in volunteering, contextual learning, and reflection. Fellows build long-term relationships between the Jewish and local community.

**3,500 People Engaged in Local Service Programs**

Individuals in our communities volunteered, participated in cause-based discussions, learned about pressing local issues, shared in reflection, and attended one-on-one meetings with our Fellows and service partners.

Head to weRepair.org/our-local-work to learn more about our Communities program or to apply to become a Repair the World Fellow! Support our work at weRepair.org/donate.